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Introduction

• For about the last 25 years, the notion that health policy should be 
evidence-based, or at least evidence-“informed”, has gained 
momentum, e.g. visible through academic-policy partnerships such as 
the European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies. 

• However, 
• which type of evidence is exactly needed (especially to assess the attributable 

outcomes of an intervention, policy or system) and

• in which ways policy-makers most effectively find, understand and use the 
evidence 

is less often discussed. 



Who are “policy-makers”?

Obviously, ministers of health at the (inter)national level … 
but equally at the meso and institutional level



• Evidence-based medicine (EBM) = “conscientious, explicit, and 
judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the 
care of individual patients”  implies hierarchy of evidence

• Evidence-informed health policymaking is an approach to policy 
decisions that aims to ensure that decision making is well-informed 
by the “best available” research evidence. It is characterised by the 
systematic and transparent access to, and appraisal of, evidence as an 
input into the policymaking process.

What is “evidence”?



Any “evidence” requires a problem to be solved first! 
Otherwise, “evidence” for what?

The framing of the problem generally includes

• a clear/concise problem statement, 
• a description of the magnitude of the problem,

• the consequences of the problem, 
• the factors underlying the problem, and 

• the equity considerations related to the problem.



The formulation of the problem needs to be specific: 
one solution will not be able address all known issues



We then need to look for possible solutions: 
this is where different (best) “evidence” comes in

Description of possible solutions as PICO:

P = Population (e.g. nurses in hospitals)
I = Intervention (e.g. Magnet)

C = Control (e.g. nurses in hospitals w/o Magnet)
O = Outcome (e.g. higher nurse retention)

To sort “worse” from 
“better” evidence, 

EBM uses a hierarchy 
for study types
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But what is “evidence” for evidence-based health 
policy? Is it the same as for evidence-based medicine?

Murad et al. Evidence Based Medicine 2016
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data
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Typically, there are even more solutions 
than problems … we need to look at them one-by-one



For each, it’s best to rely on systematic reviews of policy-relevant 
solutions, clearly stating population, intervention, controls and outcomes 
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“Evidence” for evidence-based health policy:
How is it supposed to influence policy-making?
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“Evidence” for evidence-based health policy:
Decision-makers need “tertiary” research products



Recent examples of the European Observatory’s 
“policy briefs” on health workforce issues

… one from the Magnet project to come



For interventions that are implemented for the first time 
in a given context, or where there is little good evidence 

available, first conduct or commission a pilot project 
including a formal evaluation, which can be performed 

under the routine operating conditions and existing 
resource constraints of the health system(s).

Time to decide, time to act …



Remember: in the EBM pyramid, evidence coming 
from observation only is placed relatively low
(no matter how convincing you might find it) 



Health 
professionals 
in acute care 

hospitals 
(pre-

intervention 
measures on 
individual/ 

work 
environment/ 
hospital level)

Mental 
health & 

wellbeing of 
health pro-
fessionals↑ 

(MBI …)

Satisfaction 
with/ quality 

of work ↑ 
(parts of PES) 

Inter-
vention

Impact

Absenteeism
↓

Productivity 
↑

[costs of intervention]    – [monetarized value] =     cost

effectiveness

Patient 
outcomes ↑ 
(satisfaction, 

mortality, 
F-t-R …) 

Absenteeism 
↓ (days …)
Turnover ↓ 

Productivity ↑ 
(cases treated …)

Not measured, but
possibly modelled based

on patient outcomes

Work 
environ-
ment ↑ 

(PES)

That’s why we aimed higher for our M4E project: 
a prospective intervention, again in different countries and hospitals



Considering that context differs (and might make a difference)
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As we saw, it mainly worked – but the control group design was 
impeded by pandemic, i.e. only a small step upwards in pyramid



However, reassuringly, results are not dependent on country



For further scaling-up, we need policy-makers on board



That is the mission of the 
European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies

Core Mission: to support and promote 
evidence-based health policy-making

Comparative 

analysis

of existing evidence

Developing 
practical lessons 

and options 

in health policy-making 

Bridge

Between 
policymakers and

researchers



Observatory key principles to knowledge brokering

The European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies is a 
high-quality knowledge broker based on following principles:

Translate

Reorganise the evidence in a way 
that appeals to policy makers and 

in a language they understand

Trust

High-quality evidence and a 
neutral stance recognising the 
real context and pressures of 

health systems

Tailored

to  the specific needs of 
policy makers

Timely

response to policy maker’s  
needs and requests



Observatory range of face to face dissemination formats

Decision 
making
proximity

Seniority of 
participants

Policy 
dialogues

Evidence briefings

Workshops

Seminars
Conferences,
Summer School



• Key strategic questions / demand driven

• Rapid response / adapted to policy cycle

• Target small group of senior policy makers 

• Supported by evidence on alternative options

• Emphasis on implementation

• Informal character, Chatham House rules, neutral platform

Policy dialogues



& responsiveness &
equity & efficiency

But a scaled-up approach should also contribute to 
widening the evidence-base (and the range of outcomes 
beyond the originally defined) for even better policy-making

Access & Quality 



3rd task of Evidence-informed
health policy experts

(CAVE: usually no control group
 causal interference?)

What is “evidence” for evidence-based health policy? 
The importance of a feed-back loop (& non-RCT evidence) 

& responsiveness &
equity & efficiency

Access & Quality 



Performance assessment as evidence
(“evidence-generating health system”)

Published
literature

+ study
data

What is “evidence” for evidence-based health policy? 
The importance of a feed-back loop (& non-RCT evidence) 

& responsiveness &
equity & efficiency

Access & Quality 

+ “Grey”
literature

Better &
more studies



Bringing the puzzle 
pieces together

Source:



In conclusion,

1. “Evidence-informed” health policy requires an agreed 
understanding of “evidence”,

2. should be built on a framework designed around health 
priorities and policy-makers’ needs, i.e. evidence for a particular 
problem, considering a wide range of outcomes, and policies 
based on evidence again contributing to the evidence base,

3. use a range of formats to reach policy-makers – and improve 
policies, and thus health system performance.

4. A useful case study is the Magnet4Europe study, based on 
promising cross-sectional data, tested in an intervention study, 
now ready for broader scaling-up … over to you, policy-makers!


